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ABSTRACT

A geophone array is a collection of identical geophones 
which are areally distributed in a prescribed fashion. The 
outputs of the geophones are added to obtain one measured 
function of time. It is used in problems requiring high 
resolution. The performance of a geophone array depends 
upon the number and arrangement of the geophones. Geophone 
arrays can be considered as wave-length filters.

The response of a geophone array is a function of 
the wave-length of the incident energy as well as the move- 
out time across the array. In this study the geophone array 
responses are presented in two dimensions. The best response 
of the geophone array is defined as a rectangular response in 
the wave-number domain. We have chosen the "truncated sine" 
arrays which will approximate this desired response.
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INTRODUCTION

The present use of multiple geophone arrays in seismic

reflection work represents an effort by the geophysicist to 

secure usable data in so-called "no reflection" areas. 

Seismic reflection records in these areas are characterize^ 

by noise originating with the shot, and of such a level as 

to obscure the reflected events. The use of geophone arrays 

accomplishes two important tasks; cancellation of unwanted 

energy and improved sampling of the wave-front.

The purpose of the present study was to put the use of 

multiple geophones on a more scientific footing. We cannot, 

however, completely reject individual noise waves, but we 

can choose our "ideal" wave-number response which uniformly 

passes the signal with zero phase shift and rejects the 

noise if signal and noise wave-number spectra do not over

lap. A Sine function (sintfKx)/tfx transforms into a function 

A(K) defined by

A (K) =
1 for |K| < K c

0 for | KI> Kc

1
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therefore, transform of the truncated Sine function in the 
space domain will approximate the desired rectangular filter 
response given above. Geophone array response maps were 
designed according to the above criterion. A method for 
computing the maps of arrays which were derived from a 
particular basic array (i.e. square array) by displacement 
of the geophones will be given later in the study.

Finally, comparisons between some undesirable arrays 
and the arrays designed with the above criterion are 
presented.
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BASIC THEORY OF ARRAYS

Before discussing the arrays, it is helpful to consider
■

the relationship between "apparent velocity", 'Vnove-out per 

geophone", and "wave-number" of seismic events as recorded 

on a surface spread of geophones.

Apparent Velocity and Apparent Wave-number of Harmonic Waves 

Figure 1 shows a harmonic (sinusoidal) wave propagating 

upward at an emergent angle 9 and at velocity V where succes

sive points of the "wave-front" are shown at three different 

times. The wave-front is defined for our purpose as a parti

cular nodal plane of the sinusoid. The wave-front is detected 

by two adjacent geophones g^ and g2 whose separation is A^X. 

The difference in arrival times at g^ and g2 (At = t2~tl̂  ^s 

the move-out per geophone spacing. At time t^ the wave-front 

has traveled a distance of one wave-length, X , from its posi

tion at time t-̂ .

The apparent velocity Va is the rate at which the wave- 

front appears to progress along the spread, and is calculated

3
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Figure 1. An uptravelling harmonic wave incident to the 
surface has an apparent wave-length, X a # 
expressed in feet/cycle,
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by dividing the spacing ZlX (in feet) by the observed move-

out At (in seconds). The magnitude of the apparent velocity

depends on the propagational velocity and on the surface

angle of incidence, Va —V/Sin9 .

The physical significance of spatial frequency (or

wave-number) may be visiualized by reference to the positions

of the wave-front in Figure 1 at the times t and t . The1 3
positions are separated by distance of one true wave-length 3.
The apparent wave-length, %  , is the horizontal distance

subtended along the surface spread by the true wave-length,

which corresponds to one cycle of the harmonic wave. The

apparent wave-length is evaluated in units of feet per cycle.

The true spatial frequency K is defined to be l//\.

This is analogous to the temporal frequency f defined to be

1/T where T is the period of the oscillation in time. The

true temporal frequency f will always be observable on a

seismic trace regardless of the direction of propagation

of the wave-front. On the other hand, the true spatial

frequency K cannot be deduced from a horizontal array of

geophones unless the incident angle is known. What we can

observe is the apparent wave-length % along the geophonea
array and define an apparent spatial frequency Ka given by
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(1)

Thus, the propagating wave-front moving toward the 

surface will appear on the horizontal array as a harmonic 

wave, travelling in the positive X-direction. Its mathe

matical expression is A Cos 2Tf(ft-KaX) .

The apparent wave-number K of a harmonic wave of 

temporal frequency, f, can be calculated in terms of the 

apparent velocity, which in turn can be expressed in terras 

of A X  and At. The apparent wave-length is related to

the apparent velocity V a by the relation V a = f A a . Since

V=AX/At, therefore, AX/At= f A  from which we will have a a

a

1 K =  f ̂ ^  cycles per foot (spatial frequency) (2) a A x

Since, 7\ = /Vsin^ * then two limiting conditions apply ona

G-^/a a
Lira X — A

Lim X _
CL

9^0
(3)

If only the nearly vertical plane waves are considered 

to contain useful information, the angle of emergence is a
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useful means of distinguishing signal from noise. Since, 

in seismic exploration, deep reflections are signals, from 

equation (3) it can be shown that wave-nurabers for the 

signal will approach to zero. This permits us to locate 

the signal in the spatial frequency-domain.

In the remainder of this thesis the only apparent 

values of the wave-number will be discussed since no know

ledge of true propagation wave-numbers will be assumed.

For convenience in notation the subscript in X an<* K will 

be dropped but still implied.

Wave-number Filters

Rapid change in apparent wave-length (or apparent 

velocity) as a function of the angle of emergence affords 

a means of discriminating against surface waves, direct 

waves, and refracted waves, all of which contain a dominant 

horizontal component ( Q̂ /̂z) and may thus be filtered out 

by means of a suitable array of geophones which is long 

compared with the wave-length of the undesirable events 

(Graebner, 1960). On the other hand, reflected harmonic 

waves which come from greater depths and, therefore, possess 

a very small angle of emergence are characterized by a very 

long apparent wave-length. The array length which is to be
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constructed must be small in relation to the reflected wave

length, so as not to attenuate it. A field technique 

designed to meet above requisites is variously known as 

"wave-length", or "wave-number filtering". Figure 2 shows 

the mathematical model which describes the array processing, 

delays ^  and ^  are geophone spacing divided by apparent 

velocities of signal and noise respectively. Delay between 

the elements is the time for the energy to travel from one 

geophone to the other, weights are the gain of the individual 

geophones and/or the number of geophones effective at the 

same time while the energy travels along the surface spread 

of geophones. Summing process represents the connecting
SIGNAL

N0I5E.

SE.ISMIC.

DLL AY X

DLLAY %

W eight

W eight

Figure 2. Array processing
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the array of geophones into a single channel which represents 

the seismic trace.

Therefore, we conclude that an array of geophones be

haves as a space-domain filter and the use of wave-number 

filtering permits the recording of a broad frequency range 

of reflected energies.

Array Shapes

Geophone arrays are used to reject horizontally 

travelling energy and they serve two important tasks for 

the improvement of signal to noise ratio. First, they may 

partially cancel unwanted systematic energy such as ground 

roll, secondly they may yield a better sampling of an 

irregular wave-front. The irregularity of the oncoming 

wave-front may be due to the inhomogeneity of the near 

subsurface materials and other interferences, and detection
4

of this irregular wave-front by one geophone will rise 

uncertainity representing the mean of the wave-front.

Because of this uncertainity the reflection arrival times 

on the record may become unreadable. To overcome to this 

difficulty it was suggested to use more than one geophone, 

so the arrival time shown by a trace approaches reasonably 

closely the arrival time of the ideal "true" reflection.
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In the rest of this study, we will investigate one 

and two-dimensional geophone arrays which will be called 

"in-line" and "areal" arrays respectively. Shot generated 

noise, which is the greatest concern of a geophysicist, may 

be cancelled by the use of in-line arrays but the inherent 

property of in-line arrays is the total acceptance of coherent 

noise in the direction perpendicular to the array.

Shot generated noise contains of coherent waves con

fined to neighborhoods of boundaries and waves arriving 

from scattering centers. Scattered waves may be largely 

disturbances from secondary sources set up by the impinging 

of the initial near-surface waves upon randomly located 

near-surface inhomogeneities. In such situations it is 

important to establish which noise is dominant. In those 

cases in which both types of waves are sufficiently damag- 

ing, it may become necessary to construct two-dimensional 

arrays having specified responses for particular directions 

of arrival. By use of properly designed two-dimensional 

geophone arrays, it is possible to reject such unwanted 

energy.
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COMPUTING RESPONSE OF ARRAYS

A geophone array is a filter system and, therefore, 

it has an impulse response. Consider an elastic wave 

travelling along the surface with an apparent velocity V, 

and as the wave-front hits the geophone, the output of the 

geophone will be an impulse since the geophones are not 

distributed continuously in space. This implies, the impulse 

response of a particular geophone in the space domain may be 

written as S(x) (Hadsell, 1968). The output s(t,x) of a 

geophone array is related to the ground motion f(t,x) through 

a convolution

s(t,x) =  f(t,x) **a(t,x)

where, a(t,x) ^  b(x)h(t). Neglecting the plant-geophone- 

amplifier-filter characteristics, h(t), the output may be 

written as s(t,x)=b(x) * f(t,x), where b (x) is the spatial 

impulse response of the geophone array.

11
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Inline Arrays

A five-equally spaced and weighed geophone array is 

shown in Figure 3. The parameters which will define an 

inline array are; number of geophones, N. geophone spacing, 

A  x, and length of the array, L = (N-l)Ax.

Sfy+Ax) Six)

A X

1_  , A r r a y  length

*

Figure 3. Five-geophone inline array

The spatial impulse response, b(x), of the array shown in 

Figure 3 is written as

b(X) = 8(0<-2AX) + £(/y-A*)+8bO + b(X+AX)+ S('X^ZA'X) (4)

The steady-state response of a linear system is the response 

of the system to a sine or cosine input. The steady-state 

response of the geophone array is obtained by Fourier trans

forming the impulse response of the array. Since geophone 

array may be assumed to be consist of a series of dirac 

impulses, transformation will be achieved as transforming 

the space-delayed impulses. The spatial frequency represent-
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ation of equation (4) is
ZrftlAY 27riKdX -2K iKAX -2if\KzAXE M k ) = e +e + l + e d + e d

= 1+2. (Cos ZK KAX + Cos 2-n k2Ax) (5)

In general, the wave-number response * ; a geophone array

which has N= 2n + 1 equally spaced geophones weighed with

weight coefficients a^ and symetrically disposed about the

array center, will be given by equation (6).
n

EMl<)’= a„ + 2  a, Cos z n  K l (6)

Now we will find the response of an infinite number of

geophones arrayed over a lenght L, which is equivalent,

one continuous geophone whose length is L. The distribution
n

b s(o<)4 V  b(/i-AX) (?)
i=-n

helps us to represent the sampling in space-domain. This 

generalized function may also be written

=  b(o<) b n/A* (X) (3)

where,

(9.
i=-r>
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The spatial frequency representation of equation (9) is 

given by (Hadsell, 1968)

to ( y \   'tom (2.n +1) K A X ̂ i/ A .. (10)tom 7f K A V

where N = 2n+l is the number of geophones and AX=L/(N-l) 

the geophone spacing, substituting these definitions

into equation (10) we will have
S m  _J1_ 9r KL_^   (11)N 5»n — i—  '« K LM —1

Letting N approach to infinity and L being fixed, the array 

of geophones becomes a continuous detector length L,

ilm P> (K) _ SinTfLK a p, (12) ̂ N AV —  ----------  — 1— Cx37TLK

Using sine X ̂  (SinOf'XjA'X we may write equation (12) as 

8 0̂= sine LK. We conclude that the amplitudes of an uni-° 

formly weighed continuous geophone array will follow a sine 

curve such as that will be plotted in Figure 4.

Areal Arrays

As mentioned earlier in this thesis, in order to cancel 

the noise waves arriving at the surface spread at large angle 

of incidence and from arbitrary azimuths, a two-dimensional
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geophone array is customarily used. Given the wave-front

a

CL

a
0.00 LK

Figure 4. Amplitudes of an equally weighed continuous line 
of geophones

shape of the incident wave, the response of a two-dimensional 

geophone array may be obtained by reducing the areal array to 

an inline array by projecting geophone positions along hori

zontal traces of wave-fronts. Figure 5 shows a simple nine- 

geophone two-dimensional array and three different directions 

of interest. Waves A and B see a three-geophone spread each 

weighed by three, to wave C, the array is effectively a 

five-geophone spread and weighed differently. Figure 5 also
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shows the impulse response of the geophone spread with respect

3 3

8 o o

o o -A 'X

[—AX A

2 i 2.1 i
~_AX~

Figure 5. Simple nine-geophone two-dimensional array 

to the directions of interest.

Two-dimensional Theory of Areal Arrays

Analogous to one dimensional linear systems, it was 

shown (Hadsell, 1968) that there exists a function 

g (x, y) = b (x, y) * f(x,y), where g(x,y) and f(x,y) are the 

output and input of the system respectively, b(x,y) is a 

distribution characteristic of the geometry of the system. 

The two-dimensional Fourier transform of b(x,y) which is 

zero outside of the finite region of the XY-plane is defined 

by
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r
B ( k * . k3) =

I, - ^ ( X x  + k^y)
b(Xy) e d x d y  (13)

— — ĉ >

where K^, K are the apparent wave-numbers in the X- and Y- 

directions respectively. This equation describes an analysis 

of the two-dimensional function b(x,y) into components of 

the form exp[-2?fj (K^x+K^y)] . As it was said for the inline

arrays, the impulse response of a particular geophone in 

XY-plane may be written in the form of two-dimensional 

dirac impulse S(x,y).



/
MATHEMATICAL THEORY

Previously many authors v/orked with the geophone array 

design problem which will approximate the desired rectangular 

filter response in the wave-number domain which rejects the 

wave-numbers greater than the specified value of "K". Figure. 

6 illustrates signal and noise regions in two-dimensional 

map view in the wave-number domain. Savit et al (1958) have 

considered inline geophone arrays with different sensitivity 

geophones, symmetrically disposed about the array center, 

and computed weighing coefficiants by using the least-square 

criterion. Holtzman (1963) used minimax polynomial approxi

mation criterion to design the geophone arrays.

The method used here for designing geophone arrays is 

the approximation of the truncated sine function in the 

space domain. Truncation must be taken place at the first 

zero crossing of the sine function. This truncation will 

be achieved by multiplying sine function with the rectangular 

window function in the space domain. We will define the

18
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incv

C_JLU
£ 8  
O  '

Ql̂ -- 
UJ •0Qz:

LU

CL
NO 15E «£SiON

ino-

CL0.00 WflVE-NUdBER IN X-DIRECTI0N
Figure 6.Signal and noise regions
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ideal low-pass filter as the filter whose amplitude is constant

for |k |<K and zero for |k |^Kc .

( Aq for |K|<KC \
A(K) = { 1 = A oPk c (K) (14)

( 0 for |K|>KC )

Its system function is given by equation (15).

H(K)= A0pKc(K) e~^2VKX (15)

We also want this ideal low-pass filter to be zero phase- 

shift to preserve the signal characteristics. Figure 7 

illustrates this kind of filter.

REJECT R Ej CCT

+ KC
Figure 7. Ideal low-pass filter

This filter response is the rectangular filter response, 

what we have called from the very beginning. Now, consider 

a continuous detector of length L = l/Kc, uniformly sensitive 

over its length. This is shown in Figure 8. Equation (16) 

is the mathematical expression of Figure 8.
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l.o

*

Figure 8. Continuous line of geophones over length L

(16)

Fourier transforming equation (16), we have (see Figure 4),

-2 71(j. JC*
B(K)= j A* .

Sin 9f K/Kc
It K

Multiplying and dividing equation (17) by Kc,

(17)

B (K) -i Sin7?K/Kc _ __1_ sinc (k/k c)
Kc 01K/KC Kc

The inverse Fourier transform of equation (15) gives

(18)

a (x) = 2K Sinc 2K x (19)
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Truncation of a(x) with the window function of b(x) gives

a(x) b(x) = pw  (x) 2K Sinc 2K x (20)
c c

Equation (20) is illustrated in Figure 9. From the properties 

of Fourier transformation we know that multiplication in 

space domain corresponds convolution in spatial frequency 

domain, therefore, we may write equation (21).

a (x) bfx)*-*. -|^A(K) * B (K) (21)

Therefore, we were able to write the approximated rectangular

a

a.n

Figure 9. Truncated Sinc function
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response in the spatial frequency domain as

Sinc (K/Kc) * PK (K) .K, (22)

To see how well this zero-phase filter does approximate the 

specified response, we simply find the Fourier transform of1 

the sampled truncated spatial impulse response (Figure 9) 

represented by a_N/ aQ' al' ••#aN-l' aN
N

& apv ( K ) =  CLn e
n = -M

—  ( X o -4--2 y  j Oos Q ~ l I 3n=i since -̂n “ (23)

Now, ®^pX (K  ̂ should approximate the specified low-pass 

characteristics of Figure 7. BA p x ^  ^s 9^ven Figure 10.

LlJQ7J

o
a 10

Figure 10. Fourier transform of truncated Sinc function
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Doubling the sample interval will halve the sample frequency,

therefore, we obtain similar performance with fewer samples

but we pay for it by reducing the Nyquist wave-number to

K = 1/2 (2Ax). From equation (10), we may also see thatN
changing Ax while keeping L constant will change a normal

ized B(K) principally in the rejection band.

The choice of this approximation may be justified as 

follows: (1) We want a rectangular response in the wave-

number domain. (2) The inverse Fourier transform of this 

response gives a Sinc function in space domain. (3) If we 

were able to place geophones continuously on a line, the 

amplitudes of this spread should follow a Sinc function 

which gives a rectangular response as a Fourier transform.

(4) If we multiply these two "ideal" forms in space domain 

we will end up with the truncated Sinc function.

The Fourier transform of the truncated Sinc should 

approximate the desired rectangular wave-number response.

Truncation of (SinWx) / tt x was introduced by Gangi and 

Disher (1968). Disher (1968, p. 92) said, "This should 

give a sharply cut-off, low-pass filter. The truncation 

will prevent: 1. The amplitude response of having an

infinite slope in frequency at the cut-off frequency, and
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2. Infinite attenuation above the cut-off frequency". By 

truncation the Sinc function in the space-domain at the 

first zero we achieved another important property in that 

the geophones will be connected with the same polarity.
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COMPUTING TWO-DIMENSIONAL RESPONSE OF ARRAYS

/We agree that geophone arrays behave as wave-number 

filters. The amplitude responses of such filters can be 

obtained by the Fourier transformation of their spatial im

pulse responses. A fundamental property of Fourier trans

form is the property that sampling at equal intervals in 

one domain results periodicity in the other domain. The 

spatial domain samples at Ax results in a periodic spatial 

frequency spectrum whose spectral period is 1/Ax. The 

spatial frequency KN = l/2Ax is called the folding frequency 

because the spectral content in frequency range above K 

is folded back into the primary-spectral range below K^. • 

To avoid spatial frequency aliasing, the distance domain 

sampling interval (geophone spacing) must be chosen such 

that is greater than the upper spatial frequency band 

limit Kc of the data. The region of the space bounded by 

the two axes, the vertical line at KNx and the horizontal 

line at K is called the primary region. Now consider an

26
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array b(x,y) which is real, this implies in the spectral 

domain (Papoulis, 1968), B(Kx,Ky )= B(-K*,-K ) = B* (K^,Ky) 

and if b (x,y) ̂  b (-x, y) = b (x, -y) = b (-x, -y) , then B (K̂ ., Ky.) 

is real and B(Kx, ) « B(K*, -Ky) = B(-K^,Ky) = B(-K^,-Ky). 

Therefore, for the arrays which have the above spatial and 

spectral properties, the two-dimensional amplitude spectrum 

throughout the space is specified by the amplitude spectrum 

in primary region.

In computing the two-dimensional geophone arrays, 

parameters are selected to be general enough to be used 

with any array of the same configuration but not necessarily 

of the same physical dimensions. That is, the two-dimensional 

array responses are described in terms of dimensionless pro

ducts , K ^ X  and KyAy, rather than in terms of length in feet 

and spatial frequency (wave-number) in cycles per foot. 

Therefore, the response maps are presented as, the contours 

of the amplitude values, and axes being the product of the 

geophone spacing and the apparent wave-number in two per

pendicular directions. The range of K ^ x  and runs

from zero to one-half.

The amplitude spectrum of the geophone arrays were 

computed using the straightforward two-dimensional Fourier
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transform formula and CSM's PDP-10 time-sharing computer 

system. Equation (14) can be written as

B
M-i N-l

-27: n-15( -+ Ky m A y  ) (24)
m=0 n-o

where D(m,n) is the array weights. As an example consider 

the following diagram (Figure 11) of a nine-geophone square 

array. The array has been placed in the first quadrant.

Input to the program would be the coordinates of each geophone 

in terms of m, n, and amplitude of each geophone, usually 

equal to 1.0.
Y .1

4 1 4

* -------<----<>---- --------- »*

Figure 11. Nine-geophone array in XY-plane

The sequence of operations can be visualized clearly 

v/ith the help of a flowchart, as shown in Figure 12. Figure 

12 also illustrates the necessary operations for mapping 

the two-dimensional array of B(Ky,Kx).
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( START ~)

WO

YES

n - n+l

B  =• £> + D  exp(-J!?ijnkyAy)m . K v A V  mXJiy. r v  t y  x

Figure 12. Flowchart of the two-dimensional Fourier trans
form of a geophone array and mapping of the 
amplitude response
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/
COMPARISON OF ARRAYS

/'

The amplitude response maps of geophone arrays 

designed by approximating the truncated Sinc function and of 

some undesirable arrays will be given in this section.

Array A (Plates 1-3)

If the noise from every direction but along the cable 

is not much of a problem and a limited number of geophones 

are available, then the inline arrays are the most economical 

ones to design and to use. The examination of the response 

maps shows the acceptance of every wave-number without attenu

ation for the wave-fronts which are parallel to the inline 

array. For the energy arriving at the array from other 

azimuths some wave-number components are attenuated. Narrow 

wave-number pass-bands require longer arrays. The geophone 

arrays shown in Plates 1-3 are symmetric with respect 

to the array center, therefore, the phase response in 

X-direction is either zero or 'H . Comparison of the 

response maps (Plates 1-3) also shows that, amplitude

32
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response of the array shown in Plate 3 is better than the 

other two. This is due to the good approximation of the 

truncated Sinc function in the space domain which was shown 

in Figure 9. The geophysicist must consider areal arrays 

if the noise and/or the signal is best described in terms 

of two spatial dimensions.
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Square Arrays and Array B (Plates 4-7)

These two shapes of arrays will be discussed together

because Array B is actually same as square array but is

rotated by an angle 7̂ /4 with respect to the main cable. If

we introduce the polar coordinates

x=r Cos© y= r SinO K Cos^ K = 5 Sinx y
then we can write for the square array

b(r,0)-*-*F(S,<p).

If b(x,y) is rotated by an angle 0e=^/4, then'it follows 

from Papoulis (1968) that its Fourier transform BiK^tKy) is 

also rotated by the same angle, then we may write

O*

Square Arrays (Plates 4, 6)

Examination of amplitude response maps shows that 

at an angle 7f/4 to the main cable, the response 

well approximates the ideal response, but in the directions 

of cable and perpendicular to it acceptance of the other 

disturbances is evident.

Array B (Plates 5, 7)

These arrays give good rejection outside of the pass- 

band for wave-fronts parallel to or normal to the X-direction
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The acceptance of the unwanted amplitudes is less than 0.10, 

therefore, we were able to get at least 90% rejection outside 

of the pass-band. Due to the symmetry of the array at 45 

degrees from the X-direction these arrays show less rejection. 

The alias zones are evident. Increasing the number of geo

phones used in the array decreases the extent but not the 

amplitudes of the secondary peaks at 45 degrees, and decreases 

the extent of the pass-band. By no means could we eliminate 

the alias zone because of the periodic nature Fourier trans

forms of uniform fields of spikes.
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Array C (Plates 8,9)
The number of geophones used to construct arrays B, 

arrays C, and the square arrays was taken to be same for ease 
of comparison. Array C can be easily obtained from the square 
array by deforming the square array while keeping the geophones 
with the same ordinate values. The deformation of the square 
array is illustrated in Figure 13.

2 first configuration 
second "

1

Figure 13. Deformation of four-geophone array
If b(y1,y2) ~ B ( Y 1/Y'2) ,

9(y1/y2) — b (y1^ 2)** £>(yl-cl, y2-c2) = b ( y 1-c1,y2-c2) , (25) 1

and g (y^y2) <— >G(Y;l,Y2) • then the two-dimensional spectra 
of g(y^,y2) can be computed in terms of the two-dimensional 
spectra of the unshifted array, b(y^,y2), using

S(li»Y2) = K  B(7nKi,rnK2) (26)
In equation (26) Kr is the inverse to a system kj[ in the
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n r cn , . . .sense that Krk£ = bj_ , where repeated indices imply summation. Here
r. , - r ,n_ n iki= S± - cL where cn- c^y'

To prove equation (26), we first write the two-dimensional
1 2Fourier transform of g(y ,y ) as.

G(Ti/Y2)= ^ rb(y1-c1,y2-c2) exp j ̂ y 11 , 1 . 2  dy dy (27)

If we use the change of variables xn = k? y1 in equation (27), 
then, we have

n n iy =  Ki x1

By substituting equation (28) into equation (27), we obtain
■4- O O

.2

(28)

G ^ , ^ )  •=■ | J b f x ^ x 2) exp [“j ^ K ?  x1] K dx1 dx* (29) 
—

where K —  | KjJ is the J acobian of the coordinate transformation
used in the change of the variables of integration. The c^ 
used in this thesis are

r 0 c
ci = 0 0

Thus,

, where c - tan9

Kn=  1 -
c
1

(30)

It is easily seen from equation (30) that, K=l, and using 
equation (26), we obtain
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(31)

Using the above method, equation (31), we can find
the amplitude response of any deformed geophone array from 
the amplitude response of the undeformed geophone array.
Figure 14 illustrates how the amplitude response of a deformed 
geophone array can be calculated by the use of the response 
map of an undeformed array.

Figure 14. Sketch to find amplitude response of a deformed 
array

These shapes of arrays also give good rejection 
characteristics of the unwanted energy wave-numbers for the 
energy arriving at the array along the main cable from the 
positive x-direction. For example, note the reduction of 
the rebound zone at the wave-numbers (0.36 , 0.00). There
fore, this shape of array is more effective than the array B
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if the noise energy was from 0 degrees to 65 degrees but
poorer if the noise was from G degrees to -65 degrees. If
the noise analysis shows the energies coming from a direction
which is perpendicular to the array, then this pattern shows
accptance of unwanted energy in this particular direction.
Again, increasing the number of geophones used in the array
will well approximate the desired response in the directions
of 0 degree to 45 degrees from the main cable and also
increase the rejection angle to 75 degrees (see Plate 9).

%

Therefore, the decision must be made more carefully selecting 
B or C shape of arrays considering directions of noise arrivals.
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Array D (Plates 10, 11)

In this shape, the number of geophones used for shape 

C was doubled. Comparison between sixteen-geophone array C 

and thirtytwo-geophone array D shows the surprising result 

that the array C is more effective and more uniform than the 

later in spite of the number of geophones used in the later 

is larger than the first one. This shape of array too, gives 

good rejection from zero wave-number to K^j-dimens ion less 

spatial frequency, in which it approximates the "ideal" 

response in one direction which is along the main cable.

Rectangular Arrays (Plates 12, 13)

Rectangular shaped arrays too, give undesirable res

ponses for the energies having dimensionless spatial 

frequencies ranging from 0.09 to 0.5 perpendicular and 

parallel to main cable.

Star Arrays (Plates 14-16)
The circular arrays, Plate 14, are the most practical ones as 

far as the lay-out is concerned and they also give sharp 

cut-offs for the smaller wave-numbers but the characteris

tics in the rejection areas is poor. Plate 15 illustrates 

a star array designed using truncated sine approximation 

approach and it is easily seen that this pattern is more
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uniform and more effective than the array whose response

was mapped in Plate 14, even though the number of geophones

used to construct the array in Plate 14 is more than that

of Plate 15. Plate 16 shows non-uniform star array.

Sharpness of the pass-band and almost complete rejection

of wave-numbers of inline noise are due to the weighing of

the star array by the sine criterion. Since these types
of arrays have circular symmetry, the array responses can
also be given as functions of radial and azimuthal wave-
numbers instead of K__ and K by employing Hankel transforms.x y
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CONCLUSIONS

The geophone array which was designed using truncated 

Sine function approximation gives good rejection characteristics 

for the noise wave-numbers greater than the cut-off wave- 

number,and also shows zero or 'K phase shift in the direction 

in which the Sine function extends.

Using the fundamental properties of two-dimensional 

Fourier transform, the amplitude response of an array can be 

computed from the amplitude response of its basic shape array. 

Amplitude response values of a deformed array can also be 

computed employing the method explained in the text.

The amplitude spectrum maps of arrays which have been 

presented should prove to be a great utility in designing 

geophone arrays in the field. The field geophysicist 

can also compute the amplitude spectrum of any array which 

can be obtained by rotating or deforming the basic array 

without need of computer. Response maps also give the perfor

58
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mance of the array for the wave-fronts arriving at the geo

phone at large angle of incidence and from arbitrary azimuths.
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